Our Programme offers interactive small-scale courses. Our courses are designed to provide an intensive, in-depth look at your topic of study. As **3E+ is open to applicants from all over the world** you will engage in discussions with a unique group of peers! Apart from lessons, you will get to enjoy our fun and exciting Social Programme! We offer City sightseeing tours, sport activities and all day trips outside the City of Wrocław. We arrange a variety of social events to help you get to know your colleagues and Poland better while having fun!

**WHY WROCŁAW?**

- one of the major academic centers in Poland,
- open and dynamic city with rich history and culture in the heart of Europe and in southwestern Poland,
- Wrocław is easily accessible from many other major cities.

**WHY WUST?**

- one of the best technical universities in Poland
- over 22 800 students
- over 1 500 academic staff
- over 33 distinguished educational programmes, including courses taught in English and MBA programmes
- Campus located in the city center

summerchools.pwr.edu.pl  @WrocławTech
WHY 3E+ SUMMER SCHOOL?

+ 60 hours of specialized courses in a friendly atmosphere
+ 3 weeks of great experience
+ Laboratory activities
+ 4 ECTS points
+ Trips, events, social activities
+ Polish language and culture course
+ Participants from all over the world

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

+ 1200 euro (special discount for Unite! students, partner institutions and early bird registration)
Follow our website for the details!

EACH YEAR WUST OFFERS SUMMER SCHOOL COURSES IN FACULTIES:

+ Faculty of Architecture: Universal Design in Architecture, Innovative Design Studio: Forming the Public Architecture with Landscape in the Built Environment
+ Faculty of Chemistry: Alternative Fuels
+ Faculty of Environmental Engineering: On the renovation wave - sustainable thermomodernisation - toward climate neutral cities
+ Faculty of Management: Virtual Identity Management
+ Faculty of Electrical Engineering: Advances in Electric Power Systems
+ Faculty of Electronics, Photonics and Microsystems: Smart Engineering with LABview
+ Faculty of Information and Communication Technology: Designing secured and reliable computer networks
+ Faculty of Environmental Engineering: Net-zero emission buildings - maximum energy efficiency and comfort for users
+ Faculty of Mechanical Engineering: Modern manufacturing - from state-of-art processes to automation and Industry 4.0
+ Faculty of Pure and Applied Mathematics: Introduction to Data Science with Python

Feel free to contact us at: events@pwr.edu.pl

BE A PART OF AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE AT ONE OF THE BEST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES IN POLAND - WROCŁAW UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
JOIN US FOR A SUMMER OF 3E+!